Luna Park, an iconic feature of Sydney Harbour’s foreshore is one of the world’s most intact 1930s art-deco fantasy amusement parks. Since 1935, the Park’s illuminated entrance face and unique amusements have provided Sydneysiders and visitors a place for social gathering and fun. Protected under all governmental tiers of heritage legislation, Luna Park is recognised for its historical, aesthetic, social and cultural significance. From the 1970s onwards, a series of crises saw the Luna Park site come under threat of redevelopment. It was Martin Sharp, world-renowned pop-artist, who, in appreciating the Park’s artistic, architectural and cultural importance, established a community action group who advocated for Luna Park’s conservation. This article will argue that Sharp, and other artists who worked on the Park in the 1970s, recognised the cultural significance of Luna Park through connecting its aesthetic to their own pop-art. Sharp’s participation in the 1960s and 1970s counterculture movements in Sydney and London provided him with the skills and tactics to advocate for Luna Park. Several crises, including the 1979 ghost train fire and a redevelopment proposal for the site in 1989, led Sharp to establish a formalised action group who successfully advocated for Luna Park to be recognised as a historically and culturally significant site on Sydney’s foreshore- a position which it continues to hold.

To date, the significance of Martin Sharp’s contribution as an activist to the heritage listing of the Luna Park precinct has not received a full examination. Studies on successful heritage activism during this period, such as Verity and Meredith Burgmann’s *Green Bans, Red Union*, have typically focused on the heritage activism of urban green spaces and residential areas. Caroline Ford’s study “The Heritage of Public Space” explores the contested sites of amusement parks along Sydney’s beachside suburbs and Milson’s Point throughout the twentieth-century. Ford discusses the history of the ‘amusement park’ through the lens of disputed land use, and while Luna Park is a central focus of the study, it only briefly discusses
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the extent of Sharp’s role amongst the triumvirate of Luna Park’s successful advocates. 4 Luna Park itself has been the focus of several studies including Sam Marshall’s Luna Park: Just for Fun and the 2008 documentary The Art of Fun. 5 Both of these studies not only provide a history of the Park but also highlight its cultural, architectural and artistic significance – including Sharp’s artistic and vociferous support. Sharp has been the focus of many art historians: Anthea Gunn’s “A-changin’ Times” and Diana Warnes article in Portrait, examined the philosophical and political approaches to, and the production of, Sharp’s artistic output. 6 Whereas these studies have celebrated both Sharp the individual and the artist, they do not fully examine Sharp’s ability to implement successful forms of tactics. This study, through an examination and analysis of university student newspapers, newsletters, reports, newspapers, and interviews, will reveal the ways in which Martin Sharp was able to harness support and implement successful tactics which led to the heritage listing of Luna Park.

The 1960s and 1970s in Australia saw the rise of social movements calling for political, legal and social change. Community groups formed agitating for women’s rights, Indigenous citizenship and equality, and an end to Australia’s involvement in Vietnam. 7 Social movements, argues Verity Burgmann, are an ‘assertion of a community’ which, through public expressions of dissatisfaction, increase and broaden public awareness which often can lead to change. 8 Initially viewed by the wider public with disdain, the social movements formed in this period changed political thought and transformed society. 9 Their aims, tactics, longevity and adaptability were diverse. The 1965 small-scale anti-Vietnam protests grew over time with constantly evolving tactics and by 1970, had gathered broad support as was evinced in the 25,000 member Sydney Moratorium march. 10 Community groups also formed to demand a voice in urban planning. 11 Resident Action Groups protested against the redevelopment of traditional working-class inner-city suburbs in Sydney and Melbourne and a Hunters Hill middle-class resident action group formed a relationship with a left-wing union that led to the Green Bans of the early 1970s. 12 The arts community were also contributing their voices in calling for change. From cartoonist Michael Leunig’s participation in anti-conscription protests to writer Patrick White’s support of Green Bans action to preserve Sydney’s Centennial Parklands, artists were often highly visible participants in social movements. 13
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Emerging artists in Sydney were also raising awareness of government censorship of political expression through art and literature. One such artist was Martin Sharp (1942-2013). A world-renowned pop-artist, cartoonist, film-maker, songwriter and enthusiastic promoter of Tiny Tim, Sharp’s iconic artworks are imbued with and are part of Sydney’s popular visual culture. In the early 1960s, Sharp entered the National Art School before briefly studying architecture at the University of New South Wales.\textsuperscript{14} Sharp and fellow students responded to the emerging counterculture movement, not just through art, but also expressing their advocacy for change through university student magazines.\textsuperscript{15} In 1962 Sharp and Garry Shead founded the National Art School student newspaper, the \textit{Arty Wild Oat} before co-founding \textit{OZ} magazine the following year with Richard Neville and Richard Walsh.\textsuperscript{16} \textit{OZ} magazine was controversial; its content addressed ‘taboo’ topics ignored in mainstream media from sexuality through to politics.\textsuperscript{17} Sharp’s cartoons printed in student magazines challenged conservative Sydney to the point of prosecution. The only cartoonist to be officially censored by the government, Sharp was charged and sentenced in 1964 under the \textit{Obscene and Indecent Publications Act} for several contributions in \textit{OZ} and \textit{Tharunka}.\textsuperscript{18} Following successful appeals, Sharp joined the ‘exodus’ of Australian artists to London and established a studio in The Pheasantry in Chelsea.\textsuperscript{19} During this period, Sharp’s artworks embodied 1960s counterculture and ranged from commercial psychedelic pop-art album cover’s for Eric Clapton’s band Cream to anti-Vietnam cartoons for Richard Neville’s \textit{London OZ}.\textsuperscript{20} Sharps artworks were produced in mediums that were affordable and accessible to a mass audience, and so too were the political messages within them. Returning to Sydney in 1969, Sharp continued to use art as a means of political protest and created a poster, \textit{We are them… they are us… Moratorium}, for the 1970 Sydney Moratorium march.\textsuperscript{21} The communities Sharp returned to were continuing to call for political and social change through organised movements, including demanding a voice in the decision making surrounding urban environments.\textsuperscript{22} Action groups were responding to the city’s swiftly changing skyline driven by a pro-development State government; historically significant buildings, areas of working-class suburbs and places of popular culture were being replaced with high-rise developments.\textsuperscript{23}

After the completion of the Harbour Bridge in the 1930s, the site of its construction workshops at Milson Point became available for development. Herman Phillips and David Atkins, who had unsuccessfully attempted to establish amusement parks along Sydney’s beaches, were awarded tenure and opened Luna Park on the site in 1935.\textsuperscript{24} The State Government and North Sydney Council envisioned the amusement park would attract businesses and rejuvenate the area after land resumptions had denuded the Milson’s Point
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community of much of its identity. Opponents to its establishment, including the Town Planning Association, had advocated for the site to be a green space and asserted that Luna Park would ‘disfigure’ Sydney’s foreshore. The Park, originally located in Glenelg, South Australia, and modelled on New York’s art-deco Coney Island amusement park, was constructed over a three-month period. It was later given a distinctive Australian identity through murals and colour schemes painted by artist-in-residence, Arthur Barton. Opened on a seasonal basis that allowed for regular maintenance, Luna Park’s welcoming face, fantasy architecture, amusement rides, entertainments and art-deco lights, were major attractions from its opening until the late 1960s. The appeal of the Park was not just the big dipper nor Coney Island, argues Ian Hoskins - it also provided an environment for ‘people to engage in nonrespectable behaviour’; its rides and amusements created opportunities for physical contact that deviated from the social norms of the period. While patronage was in decline by the late 1960s Sydneysiders had become attached to Luna Park’s existence in the Harbour.

As visitor numbers declined in the late 1960s, Luna Park’s leasehold was sold to Leon Finks’ World Trade Centre Pty Ltd who intended to redevelop the site. After the Harry Seidler-designed world trade centre redevelopment of the site was rejected by the NSW Askin Government, the Park’s majority shareholders, Fink and Nathan Spratt, formed Luna Park (Holdings) Pty Ltd and continued to operate the site as an amusement park. The change in ownership of the Park from experienced amusement park owners and managers to developers and entrepreneurs led to the facilities at Luna Park to fall into decline. Maintenance crews under Ted Hopkins were retired or replaced, and the introduction of year-round opening resulted in the once effective winter maintenance program ceasing. The new managements upgrade program for the Park, argue scholars, resulted in Luna Park ‘looking like a mobile ride parking lot’; through removing traditional rides and the fantasy architecture and art at the entrance, Luna Park lost much of its traditional amusement park aesthetic. Nevertheless, the entrance towers and face were to receive rejuvenation as part of the improvement program. Making the connection between pop-art and fairground art, Fink’s partner Margaret Elliott suggested that Sharp would be the most qualified artist to undertake the commission.

Restoration began in early 1973 with an aim to complete by the opening of the Sydney Opera House. Sharp, alongside Tim Lewis and Richard Liney were commissioned to rejuvenate the entrance face and towers and to repaint the facades of the art-deco buildings. During their six-year tenure, they were joined by pop-artists Garry Shead, Peter Kingston and Leigh Hobbs, who worked on restoring the older rides and refreshing the murals and architectural features within the Park. The artists themselves recognised the relationship
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between pop-art and the fairground art of Luna Park; both shared the commonality of ‘high’ art which was accessible to a mass audience.\(^{39}\) Sharp further argued that Luna Park’s physical aesthetic was the ‘ultimate manifestation of pop art as an architectural expression’.\(^{40}\) Yet it wasn’t just the fantasy art and architecture that drew Sharp to work in the Park; it was the opportunity to work beside Barton’s artworks. Barton, Sharp later reflected, had been an influence on his artistic aesthetic; ‘I learned about lettering from watching’ Barton paint at the Easter Show in the 1950s.\(^{41}\)

The Sharp-led restoration work at Luna Park during the mid-1970s coincided with social, legal and political changes and increasing awareness of heritage. The election of the Gough Whitlam-led Labor federal government in 1972 saw changes implemented in response to social movements including the withdrawal of Australian troops from Vietnam and an increase in the funding of the arts.\(^{42}\) The Whitlam Government were also responsive to the growing awareness of heritage. This growth, Paul Ashton and Jennifer Cornwall argue, can be attributed to three factors: a rise in nationalism; growing interest in Australian history; and the re-emergence of the environmental movement.\(^{43}\) At the federal level, the 1973 Inquiry into the National Estate led to the passing of the Australian Heritage Commission Act 1975 and the establishment of the Australian Heritage Commission, who, through the Environmental Protection Act 1974, were to manage and recommend the preservation of sites of national significance.\(^{44}\) In NSW, the election of the Wran Labor government in 1976 led to an immediate implementation of measures to protect the State’s heritage and the NSW Heritage Act was passed the following year.\(^{45}\) With aims to conserve the built and natural heritage, the Act led to the creation of the NSW Heritage Register, the establishment of the Heritage Council and the ability for the Minister to impose preservation orders on sites of significance.\(^{46}\) The introduction of heritage legislation at federal and state levels increased the ‘awareness of concepts and language of heritage’ and broadened what was considered important to keep beyond grand homes and institutions.\(^{47}\)

The election of the Wran government led to heritage legislation, yet sites of popular culture, particularly those built in the inter-war period, like Luna Park, continued to be threatened by redevelopment.\(^{48}\) For the owners of Luna Park, the election of the Wran government led to a collapse of lease negotiations. Later Fink would attribute the degradation of the Park’s facilities to Wran’s personal interference in the negotiation process.\(^{49}\) However, Sharp’s approaches to the Park’s management requesting urgent repairs were often dismissed
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with indifference. Sharpe and the Luna Park artists recognised their aims and management aims were opposed. Management wanted minimal maintenance, installation of modern attractions and profit, while the artists viewed that a successful restoration of the last intact art-deco funfair would guarantee financial success. Personally, Sharp envisioned that the Park could ‘be more amazing than ever’, that through his art, he could ‘make something unique’. Hampered by knowing that restoration work was often superficial, ‘that they were decorating a rotting cake’, Sharp, Liney, Shead and Kingston began using advocacy tactics that had been successful in the past.

Engaging their social networks, Sharp and fellow artists utilised their contacts within newspapers, magazines and the arts industry to spread awareness of the importance of Luna Park, and highlight its state of disrepair. Through 1977 and 1978, Sharp and the Park’s artists working on the restoration formed Friends of Luna Park (FOLP) and began to actively create broader awareness of the heritage significance the Park to the city. Approached by its editor Peter Coleman, Sharp and Liney published two opinion pieces in Quadrant magazine. Elevating it as ‘a work of art itself’, Sharp wrote of the historical importance of Luna Park while criticising the National Trust for allowing ‘our popular heritage’ to vanish. Liney also highlighted the Park’s unique art-deco and popular culture features but also appealed to the Quadrant readership to be part of the ‘dream museum’ through philanthropic support. The artists also utilised their industry to promote the Park’s artistic and historic importance. Held at the Art Gallery of NSW as part of the 1978 Sydney Festival, members of FOLP curated ‘Fairground Arts and Novelties’, a month-long exhibition displaying Luna Park’s art and moveable objects. While seemingly a passive form of protest, Sharp’s utilisation of social and industry contacts resulted in a broadened awareness of Luna Park’s significance, and an awareness of its state of disrepair.

Luna Park Holdings continued to operate the Park with minimal investment in maintenance, resulting in two significant accidents in 1979. In April, thirteen people were injured on the big dipper. Two months later, six children and an adult were killed in a fire on the ghost train ride. Governmental response to the fire and deaths was an immediate closure of the Park. The cause of the fire was disputed. The Police and the Park’s operators suggested an electrical fault. However, the NSW Coroner’s findings indicated that the operators failed to meet fire safety recommendations. A National Crime Authority investigation later dismissed allegations of underworld figures lighting the fire to gain control of the site. Sharp and the Park’s artists themselves felt responsible for the fire. In restoring the facades and rides,
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through making ‘it look safe’, Sharp and Kingston considered they were ‘unconsciously responsible’. Nevertheless, the artists continued to assert that poor safety maintenance was a consequence of the failed lease negotiations between Luna Park’s management and the State and as a result, Sharp would later remark that ‘Luna Park died that night’. While the artists felt that their restoration work gave visitors a false sense of safety, the ghost train fire was catalyst for more vigorous activism by Sharp and the Luna Park community.

After the fire, the NSW Government’s call for tenders for use of the site in July 1979 saw an increase of tactics to create awareness and support were implemented by Sharp and the Park’s artists. Utilising existing relationships with universities, Sharp and the Luna Park artists together with Sydney University’s Architecture Faculty held their first exhibition, ‘Luna Park’, at the National Trust. Promoted with a Sharp-designed poster, the exhibition displayed original Luna Park objects and archival material beside current works of the Park’s artists and improvement designs of the Lavender Bay site by students. The exhibition, stated Jennifer Taylor, ‘underlined’ the importance of Luna Park’s architecture and art, and emphasised that ‘safety and conservation’ should take priority in determining the site’s future. Through engagement with university faculties and students, Sharp and FOLP were able to expand awareness of the importance of the Park in Sydney’s past and present, increase membership, and encourage participation in calling for its conservation through organised forms of protest.

In early 1980, FOLP organised two public forms of protest in response to the NSW Government’s third round call for tenders which they viewed as favourable to developers. The first, ‘Save Luna Park Day’, was held in June 1980. Organised with support from the University of NSW’s architecture faculty and student magazine Tharunka, the protest was promoted with a Sharp-designed poster. Peacefully marching from the Opera House to Luna Park, the diverse range of demonstrators were entertained by Mental As Anything and performances by students. As a result of successful lobbying by Sharp and members of FOLP, the National Trust announced during the protest its classification of the Park’s entrance face and towers. The second organised protest was a public FOLP meeting at Sydney Town Hall in July 1980. Its primary agenda was to discuss clauses added to the Government’s tender guidelines which favoured development. The Sharp-emceed meeting reflected how FOLP were able to harness the support of prominent individuals in the fields of urban design, heritage and conservation. Professor Peter Johnson, Dean of the Architecture at the University of Sydney and Harry Seidler outlined the Park’s unique architectural features while labelling the tender process as ‘questionable’. Howard Tanner and Leo Schofield extended the National Trust’s support
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stating the Park was an architecturally and culturally significant site.  
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Rather than turning the site over to developers, the NSW Government granted the Luna Park lease to Harbourside Amusements Pty Ltd and the following year passed the Luna Park Site Act 1981.  

81 Under the Act, Luna Park Holdings were ordered to vacate the site; its major shareholders Fink and Spatt reacted by holding a two-day auction to sell the Park’s moveable objects, rides and artworks.  

82 Members of FOLP again implemented organised tactics as a means to not only highlight the Park’s historical significance but save its moveable objects. Kingston later reflected that while Sharp had ‘physically lost interest’, the artists actively purchased many of the artworks, rides and amusements.  

83 Sharp stored the majority of the pieces at the family home, in the ‘Dream Museum’, before later returning them to the Luna Park Trust in the 1990s.  

84 Harbourside Amusements took over the lease the following day and demolished many of the rides within the amusement park leaving only Coney Island and the Dodgem buildings standing.  

85 With new rides installed, Ford states, a ‘diminished’ amusement park reopened for weekends and school holidays in 1982.  

86 Public forms of advocacy by Sharp and the members of FOLP lessened until the Parks new lessee, Prome Investments, closed Luna Park in 1988 for ‘renovations’.  

The re-emergence of FOLP in 1989 was instigated by multiple factors: closure of the Park contra to the lease agreement; removal of North Sydney Council’s planning powers; possible sale of the public site to private developers; and the Heritage Council approval for the proposed demolition of the entrance face and towers.  

88 The action group implemented tactics that had been successful in the past. Sharp and the members of FOLP created awareness and broadened support through media and student magazines Honi Soit and Tharunka; holding a community rally and concert; and curating an exhibition, Luna Park: Fragments of a Funfair,
at Hyde Park Barracks.\textsuperscript{89} Governmental response to community advocacy for the Park saw the passing of the \textit{Luna Park Site Act} in 1990.\textsuperscript{90} The Act’s aims were twofold: to ensure the Park and its foreshores remained ‘available and accessible for the enjoyment of the people’ of NSW, and the establishment of the Luna Park Reserve Trust to develop and administer the Park’s conservation management plan.\textsuperscript{91} Informed by heritage legislation and a growing acceptance of adaption as a means of financial viability to ensure the conservation of significant sites by the heritage sector, new tactics of open communication, compromise and collaboration with stakeholders were employed by FOLP.\textsuperscript{92} Its members documented the Park’s architectural, artistic, and cultural features, prepared management plans and heritage register applications, lobbied the State government for the disused railway yard behind Coney Island to be used as public park, and accepted the need to mix the ‘best of the old and new’ amusements to stimulate income streams.\textsuperscript{93} While not in total agreement with the adaptive approach the Trust was taking, Sharp and the artists continued working on the ‘fantasy elements’ of the Park, restoration of Barton’s artworks and reinstating the objects purchased during the 1981 auction.\textsuperscript{94} Sharp also vociferously lobbied for a memorial to be dedicated to the victims of the 1979 ghost train fire.\textsuperscript{95}

A refurbished and restored Luna Park opened in January 1995. Its opening was short-lived; low-patronage and local resident objections to the new rides saw the Park close in early 1996.\textsuperscript{96} During this period, submissions requesting classification were prepared by Kingston, Margaret Parks and Marshall on behalf of FOLP to the National Trust and the Australian Heritage Commission.\textsuperscript{97} In 1997, after its closure, the site was listed on the Register of the National Estate.\textsuperscript{98} The Luna Park Precinct, including the Entrance Face and Towers, Crystal Palace and Coney Island, were recognised for their social, cultural, architectural, artistic and historical significance.\textsuperscript{99} Metro Edgely were granted the lease of the heritage-listed site; a $100 million restoration and refurbishment of the amusement park to meet the conservation management plan ensued with the Park opening in 2004.\textsuperscript{100} From its re-opening, Sharp and Kingston were critics; their primary objections were that the Park had ‘been reincarnated as a multi-purpose entertainment complex’, that the installation of the new rides broke with original fantasy architecture, and that there was ‘a noticeable lack of vision’.\textsuperscript{101} However, other members of the action group argued that the operators of the Park should be commended for ‘reinventing’ Luna Park while simultaneously ‘preserving … its heritage buildings and
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Since its reopening, Luna Park has continued to be a contested site between residents, developers and the State. Yet, without the dedication of Sharp and the artists working at the Park from the 1970s, and individuals who later joined them to form FOLP, this site of popular culture would not have the legal protections, nor recognition of its cultural value to Sydney.

Martin Sharp and the artists who worked on the restoration of Luna Park in the 1970s recognised how it’s unique fantasy art and architecture connected with their own pop-art aesthetic. These artists’ experiences of advocacy for political and social change in the counterculture movements of the 1960s and 1970s provided them with the tools and knowledge of effective tactics and protest to increase awareness and bring about change. Concurrent with their work at Luna Park, the growth of heritage awareness and implementation of legislation gave the artists the language and knowledge of processes to protect places of cultural significance. In establishing FOLP, Sharp and fellow Luna Park artists effectively used advocacy strategies that increased community awareness and support through two phases of crises for the site. The action group repeated forms of protest and tactics in both phases: education through media, broadening support base through student magazines, and the utilisation of the arts industry to promote the artistic and cultural value of the Park through the curation of exhibitions. The action group’s tactics of advocacy evolved in response to an understanding that commercial success was essential in maintaining the heritage features of the Park. While the artists’ initial aims of keeping the Park in its original fantasy amusement park form did not fully eventuate, it was Sharp’s personal advocacy and establishment of an effective action group that ensured Luna Park and its remaining intact art-deco fantasy buildings, amusements and rides remain as an iconic symbol in Sydney Harbour’s landscape.
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